
LEARNING TO MANAGE

CLIMATE RISK FOR 

COMPLEX SERVICES

Interdependencies, cascade risks 

and communication



AGENDA

• Digital Climate Risk Management Overview

• Dealing with Interdependencies

• Thinking through the Cascade Risks

• My first go at Digital Climate Risk Tooling

• Getting Climate Risk onto Execs Radars



PART 1 – DIGITAL HEALTH’S CLIMATE RISK



ENVIRONMENTAL & DIGITAL RISKS = BIG PROBLEM!  



THE BIG CLIMATE RISKS FOR DIGITAL AND HEALTH



ADAP TATION PLANNING IN DIGITAL AND HEALTH



MY CLIMATE RISK MANAGEMENT OBLIGATIONS

Lots in Black and White!

• HMT Green Book (Business Case) – 

Accounting for the impacts of Climate Change

• HMG Greening Government Commitments – 

CCRA/management plan 

• Tech Code of Practice Spend Controls – 

Resilient Tech programmes

• Health and Care Act – Achieve Climate 

Change Act



SOME COMPLEXITIES TO PONDER

• Chain of connectivity - as strong as the weakest link (geographically 

dispersed, multi-owner network)

• Unit of assessment - organisation, process, building etc? - 

programme/process framing is unusual

• Burden/proportionality – how big a problem is this!? 

• Best standard(s) to choose? - BS8361/ISO14090/CCC Adaptation 

framework



PART 2 - INTERDEPENDENCIES

How risks amplify each other….

‘Resilient Digital is Reliant on….?’



IF ONLY FOR A ‘SIMPLE ’  PROBLEM(!?)





DIGITAL AS PART OF CNI



1ST ORDER DIGITAL HEALTH EXAMPLE - HEAT WAVE

Lessons learnt report recommendations:

- Strategic plan for future events

- Set formal accountabilitites and responsibilities

- Alert NHS England to wider sector risk

- Carry out emergency drills for future heatwaves

- Support staff suffering from stress from the event

- Clinical guidance for non-digital decision making

- Have effective paper based fallback processes

- Ensure data recovery is sound 

- Full register of assets/software to help recovery

- No single points of failure in staff capabilities

- Plan for communications in major incidents

- Review cooling, air handling and flood prevention



2ND ORDER DIGITAL HEALTH EXAMPLE - PANDEMIC



PART 3 – CASCADE RISKS

How risks create chains of events….

‘(Climate Driven) Digital Failure causes….?’



GOVERNMENT PREPARATION FOR ENERGY OUTAGES  



CASE STUDY: STORMS

Simple Cascade = Storm → Energy Outage → 
 Digital Failure → Societal Bad Stuff…



CASCADE RISKS IN HEALTH



CHATHAM HOUSE CLIMATE RISK ASSESSMENT 2021



INTERPLAY BET WEEN CLIMATE AND OTHER RISKS



PART 4 – MY DIGITAL CLIMATE RISK 

PROTOT YPE TOOL



WHAT IS IT? (AND WHAT ISN’T IT!?)

Developed in Summer 2022 with an MSc from University of Leeds sustainability consultancy course

It is a conversation starting tool that aims to get digital health programmes understanding the key 

considerations for thinking about climate risk in their services and how to start measuring and managing 

it.

It isn’t a fully blown tool allowing compliance with climate risk management obligations – that would to 

too difficult currently in terms of burden, skills and resourcing.  It would not be seen as proportionate.



PROTOT YPE DEMONSTRATION



DEVELOPMENT OF A SCORING TRIAGE SYSTEM
We aim to embed a quantitative element into the tooling – forming a score as to a digital health programme’s maturity in 
climate change resilience. This scoring will create a triage output to either recommend; 
1. Continuing current processes (best scenario), 
2. Monitoring (areas for improvement), 
3. Adaptation needed (serious vulnerabilities identified)

Proposed formula –
Each question will produce a 1 or a 0 output – based upon whether the answer is positive or negative.

General formula: Climate change resilience maturity = risk assessment practices + mitigation measures – vulnerability 
assessment
Risk assessment tab will produce a score out of 15 – used as a percentage e.g. 12/15 would be 80% or 0.8
Vulnerability assessment will produce a score out of 27 – 1 for low, 2 for medium, 3 for high. Scoring will be used as a 
decimal again.

Mitigation checklist will produce a score out of 20 – 1 for a positive answer, 0 for negative answer. Again used as a 
percentage
Max score = 2

Triage output: Minus result: Adaptation needed/0-1: Monitoring /1-2: Continue current processes



FEEDBACK AND DISCUSSION
Topic Feedback Next steps?

Tooling application 
within business 
practices

Some confusion as to how this would fit within 
current practices – who would conduct it? In 
what stage of development? How often?

Participants suggested that this would most likely fit within current 
risk assessment practices – to become a part of best practice – 
conducted in unison with ongoing business continuity plans and risk 
assessments 

Scoring The clarity in the calculations involved in the 
scoring system was questioned – how is the 
maturity score developed? What will the user 
do with the score that is produced?

A quantitative metric is one of the key next steps in this checklist – 
very difficult given the complex nature of calculating resilience (how 
do you weight each section) – but an example of how this might be 
done is provided in the ‘next steps’ section

Language Some of the language chosen in the questions 
was also questioned – argued as too wordy/ 
broad

Questions that participants described as confusing are highlighted in 
the spreadsheet – rewording of these questions is needed

Instructions need 
to be clearer

Not a clear link between how the different tabs 
all fit together

Will become a lot clearer for the user once the scoring metric is 
finalised – will understand how each tab contributes to the overall 
maturity score

Format of the 
checklist 
questioned

Excel spreadsheet may not be the most 
efficient method of organising this spreadsheet 
– some people favoured for it to be uploaded to 
a website so it is easily accessible

Once the content of the checklist is finalised there may be a benefit in 
uploading it online to be more easily accessible for potential users

Vulnerability tab Participants questioned whether it was too 
broad a scope, and whether this made it 
superficial

Aim of the tab is to provide a general outlook on the most material 
hazards therefore it was decided that this feedback should not be 
acted upon. If the tab was to become more specific (i.e. focusing on 
more specific hazards such as fluvial vs pluvial flooding) it would only 
increase the complexity and make it difficult for the user to fill out



PART 5 – GET TING EXEC LEVEL BUY-IN 

ON CLIMATE RISK

Concise, effective (and emotive?) 

communication to enhance prioritisation



WEAKNESSES OF THE BUSINESS CONTINUIT Y FRAME

Reactive – trigger agnostic – cures disruption 

Proactive – trigger specific – prevents disruption 



WHAT’S MY PROBLEM TO SOLVE!?

But can I be sure other people are solving their parts of the problem!?



MAKING THE CASE FOR CONSIDERATION

Size of the prize!

Understanding the risks to 

complex digitised 

infrastructure e.g. Electronic 

Patient Record systems



PIGGY-BACKING ON ‘MORE IMPORTANT’ RISKS



FINDING A GOOD NEWS STORY



THE END!
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